
Data Driven 
Analytics
BLER develops innovative cyber 
and intelligence solutions to 
detect terror threats, criminal 
activities and meet mission-critical 
operational needs. Our Maritime 
Intelligence platform is purpose-
built to increase seaport security 
and enhance operational efficiency 
with OSINT capabilities. 

Our intelligence-driven, big data 
platform collects information 
from the widest range of sources 
to provide visibility and control 
for seaport security officers. The 
Maritime Intelligence solution 
generates real time automatic 
alerts and a wide range of threat 
assessment reports.

Solution Benefits
With BLER Maritime Intelligence you can investigate multiple targets, 
objects and entities integrated on a single platform.

Maritime 
Intelligence 

Unified Investigative 
Platform for Seaports
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Crew and Personal Profiling
 ■ Generate profiles about crew, suppliers and visitors.

 ■ Utilize Face Analytics to identify persons.

 ■ Perform Sentiment Analysis of online content and posts.

Container and Cargo Auditing
 ■ Create a detailed profile for each container worldwide.

 ■ Generate traffic record, history of ownership and buyer 
details.

 ■ Audit cargo and waybills information.

Vessel and Vehicle Monitoring
 ■ Create extensive profiles for each vessel docked in 
seaport.

 ■ Generate traffic records, history of ownership.

 ■ Check if suspect vehicle is reported as stolen.
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Threat Detection
Mechanism
Seaports face many potential security threats 
and risks from incoming vessels and vehicles, 
to personnel, crew members, and cargo within 
the containers. BLER Maritime Intelligence 
identifies threats to assess security risks 
and improve operational decision-making 
capabilities.
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AI based Threat Detection
Identify criminal and security threats based 
on investigation activities and area of 
interest. Build activity timelines to reveal 
suspicious behavioral patterns and use 
Natural Language Processing to extract 
entity and categorize the threat.

OSINT Based Data Collection
Collect information from a wide range of 
OSINT sources. Analyze big data information 
from dynamic online sources and get 
accurate and up-to-date information from 
public records and databases.

Automatic Real Time Alerts
Identify anomalies related to vessel 
communication systems and destination.  
Distribute automatic alerts via SMS to 
seaport security personnel.

ABOUT US
BLER develops innovative cyber and intelligence solutions to 

meet a wide range of operational needs and security threats.  

Our customers include Law Enforcement Agencies, Intelligence 

Organizations, Seaports, Financial Institutions and Enterprises 

worldwide. 

For further information about BLER products 
and solutions contact us at: 

  info@blersys.com
  www.blersys.com


